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Conversion. As we said above, conversion is the decision to turn away from sin and to turn to God. As we said above,
conversion is the decision to turn away from sin and to turn to God. There are two dimensions of conversionâ€”initial
conversion and ongoing conversion.

It is as common as MS and can be as debiliting as Parkinsons. This is what is happening to many of these
patients. I am appauled at the amount misleading information being distributed by "experts" in this field that
are not even up to date with the current research that is available. There is more than likely a name change
happening because half the time these patients do not have any psychological reason for the symptoms nor has
a psychological disorder manifested from it. Yet people are physicallly debilitated from it. This disorder is
surrounded by unethecal dilemas. I could go on for days and could cite you research to prove it. I do hope
more people will stand up not allow this inhumane treatment anymore. There is a non profit organization I
beilive the only one officially registed in the world for this disorder. September 19, at And, for the article to
even suggest "faking," is to add fodder to ignorance. February 1, at Better understanding, awareness, and
knowledge of FNEs would benefit everyone involved. I saw a range of frustration, confusion, doubt, concern
and was even told, "I am sorry, this is the last thing I even know to try and am not sure if it will even help. The
entire situation was made that much worse, because as much as I tried, I was unable to keep it from affecting
those I love; particularly my daughter. Just as I would never wish the underlying events that led to my CD on
anyone else, I would never wish FNE on anyone else and cannot imagine anyone being able to "fake" the
elevated blood pressure caused from the pain or there muscles getting so stiff they literally tear ligaments.
Also, thank you so much, fndhope for the website link because it is great to see light at the end of this long
dark tunnel and being able to find others that are going through similar situations. Hopefully, by sharing a
glimpse into my experiences others will be able to have a better understanding of what it is like to be on the
inside. February 20, at I too have this desisse. I thought I was the only one on this entire world. I lost my
memory-entirely. I asked no questions, lose myself, not cohearent at all except breathing by myself. I was still
driving and carrying on in life. I still needed assistance with higean showers feeding ans so on BUT thing
started come to and at a very slow pase. I never inquired about any thing: I just knew that exzact second I was
in, ,no pastA,no future. A s time went on I started remembering things of blurbs of seconds. I do have fainting
short intervals of memorieys. So ive been blessed with friends. I have lost everything I worked hard for fro
material to the trust of my children I need a support system so bad. I wish there was some type of support
group. I am so scared I am going to loose my husband behind non treatment. Just sleepless in Seattle. HELP
September 25, at I presented with chest pain, shortness of breath, cold sweats and dire pain in my left neck
and shoulder. I was immediately taken to their small ER and put on all types of monitors , oxygen and they
were running tests thinking it was a heart attack. They gave me aspirin, and nitro which did nothing to help my
high blood pressure or high pulse. Inside and out felt like I had just been given a shot ofnovacain. They treat
me for a stroke, giving me a Med that made my nose and ears start yo bleed then loaded me on a helicopter for
Denver. All my tests came back great, so no heart attack and no stroke whew, bit what the hell was happening
to me?? This happens 3 more times in my 4 day stay at the hospital!! Google hadbeen my best friend since
those words were released from that dr mouth! Scary April 2, at I have been told it is conversion disorder. I
was treated like a drug seeker for complaining of the severe pain never even asked for anything. It is so sad
that there is not more informative doctors to care and assist with this disorder: I would like to know what
medications you are being treated with if you could tell me. I pray you have found relief. April 13, at August
10, at Note that FND aka Conversion Disorder can also include multi-sensory hallucinations, which my
teenage son suffered, in addition to many other symptoms of FND. I just wish that more doctors and
psychiatrists knew about this condition, rather than thinking that the patient is faking the symptoms. Abby
Squires Thank you for the explanation! I will still consult my doctor to let him know what I feel is behind my
symptoms and ask for his opinion. Thank you for helping me understand this has the great possibility of
eventually getting better! April 27, at I love long walks on the beach and staring at the sun until my eyes hurt.
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Please love me, I am in desperate need of attention, I like dogs as well. The pool opens Friday!!! May 23, at I
suffer from Head tremors, and many of the textbook CD symptoms. I was sent home with a "to do list" or
specialist to call, but no one in my area has treated this? I had to drive to Seattle Washington 3 hours away just
for a diagnosis. Did anyone else have trouble with finding specialist, therapy, etc. Now I have the "what it is"
answer, but no one to help me "fix" it. February 10, at He had a stooped posture, tremors, right arm does not
move and also a pulsating feeling in his body. He was placed on Senemet for 8 months and then Siferol was
introduced and replaced the Senemet, during this time span he was also diagnosed with dementia. He started
having hallucinations, lost touch with reality. He is now almost 57 and doing very well, the disease is totally
reversed! Visit their website www. Glimpse here, and you will absolutely discover it.
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The mystery of conversion, always deeply rooted in Divine mercy By Dr. Jeff Mirus (bio - articles - email) | Jul 30, There
is a three-year-old in the house these days, as my oldest son and.

The mystery of iniquity should really be the mystery of all sin itself, and therefore, of all HISTORY itself,
since sin is present at the outset of history, and throughout, until the end. Consequently, the forthcoming
predestined conversion of the Jews en-masse that will occur in the times of the end must also have its
derivative reasons for happening somehow veiled in the self-same Scripture and Tradition, since there are no
other sources of Revelation other than Scripture and Tradition, saving the Magisterium, which simply
compiles and interprets them. In pondering the meaning of the ages for many years now, I believe with all my
heart that the key to unlocking this mystery is none other than Resurrection scenes themselves in Scripture.
Come along and see. At the Cross, His Body, and thereby all things Old, were put to death and abolished. This
Body did not destroy all things old utterly but transformed them into elements of the New, elements that now
truly redeem and matter. And that means, it is not, at first glance, completely recognizable! This perfectly
images the Jewish relationship to Christ in the history of the Church. In the beginning, the Jews see hardly
anything in Christ that they can recognize, since they have clung so hard to the Old Law. Progressively,
however, as more of the New Law comes into focus, the Jews grow closer to Christ, while yet being unable to
fully recognize Him until the final phase of Church history, the Great Apostasy and Antichrist. Hence, some
Gospel details, at various junctures, fulfill Old Testament history of the Jews. But the Church is the mystical
Body of Christ! Hence, too, the Church must fill up the whole Old Covenant history itself. But, then, this is
surely what will convert the Jews, for if Christ filled up all things in them in Himself, and yet they have not
believed, how much more will it be necessary for the Jews to see these things filled up in the Body of Christ,
the Church, in order to believe. For, in fact, some elements of the Old remain, namely, amongst possibly other
things, the base principles of the Law that Christ called out repeatedly to those who petitioned Him, what
commandments are most important Love the Lord your God with your whole being, and your neighbor as
yourself. Hence, effectively, sparing certain disciplinary issues eg, the Sabbath , the Decalogue is still in force.
Also, whereas most of the other elements are no longer binding in and of themselves disciplinary or
ceremonial aspects and laws , they all have been fulfilled, or elevated, to new forms that bear some
resemblance to the old but have been transformed spiritually! St Mary Magdalene at the Tomb Now to
graduate to concrete examples: We all know the story: Jesus speaks to Mary three times, and progressively she
recognizes Him. More specifically, in a first instance, St. This would imply, since there are three exchanges,
like the three days of Jesus in the Tomb, three chapters of Jewish history during the Church: At each junction,
the Savior, the Messiah, is appealing to the weeping Woman, His bride: The Messiah was supposed to have
come. We had the prophecies, the times, but He is not here. He did not come. We do not where He is! In this
first phase, pagan Rome, the Jews knew through prophecy, especially Daniel, that the Messiah was supposed
to have come, and He did not. Their situation is hopeless, and their relationship to Jesus and the Christians is
one of hostility and enmity. Christ is not on the radar map at this time. The modern godless crisis will give
way to a great renewal, even if it requires a chastisement of epic proportions. Too, the Jewish history has taken
a positive turn: Jews still do not recognize Christ as their Messiah; they do not fully recognize the Risen
Savior who still stands before them apocalyptically as they continue to weep that they do not know where the
Savior is. But, many now regard Christ as a good man who can help them find the Savior, as it were the
gardener? In fact, in the wake of the incomprehensible horrors of the Holocaust, the Church has reached out to
Her elder brethren in friendship, filial affection, and respect. Hence, the intermediate scene between Jesus and
Mary Magdalene can be our second, intermediate phase of Church history, the dark night of the soul: Well, let
us explore it. To start, let us consider the real reasons behind Jewish unbelief: Hence, their conversion hinges
on the ability to recognize that only spiritual conversion matters, and not external realities. Yet, we will
momentarily see that the process of inner renewal is completely journeyed in their major history. The very key
to their eyes being opened is present in their overall, three-stage historical journey with God! More
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specifically, a case can be made that the Three Stages, or Ways, of the saint--the purgative, the illuminative
and unitive--are in fact just a microcosmic example of the historical way of an entire People, of Old and New.
In other words, it can be shown that both Peoples of Old and New, respectively, that is, the Jews before Christ,
and the Church after Christ, journey a macro form of the ways of the saint in the major spiritual phases of their
history, from inception to the respective Coming of Christ. In light of this, we now observe that Christ fulfilled
in His Flesh their entire journey: For three days and three nights, Jesus lingered in the earth before rising. On
the third day He arose from the dead, in accordance with the Scriptures. Christ fell three times in the way of
the cross. Christ progressively prayed three times in the Garden to accept the Will of His Father for the
Passion. Three times Peter denied Christ, and three times He was reconciled Peter do you love me. Three
times, Jesus spoke to Mary Magdelene at the tomb to open her eyes. All these types filled up the three phases
of the Jewish People, yet they have not believed. Hence, what other option is there, as we have just argued
earlier, No other sign shall be given unto this generation except the sign of Jonas , except that what will enable
the Jews to convert is to see the same three stage process filled up in the flesh of the Body of Christ, His
Church. Hence, as the Church herself journeys the same three-fold path of renewal, fulfilling the same OT
history of the Jews in a spiritual sense, the Jews shall progressively recognize this renewal, so that, in the
climax of NT Antichrist, fulfilling Antiochus, the OT Antichrist, the Jewish People shall exclaim with St.
Mary Magdalene, Rabboni, which means, Teacher! Now, what might these ages be? For greater reference, see
Jewish Conversion. The flesh of the dark night of the senses is fulfilled historically in the world and its
tendencies. For no sooner does God form the Covenant People, than that they shall flourish. The OT
fulfillment of this was the deliverance of the Jews in the Exodus. The NT fulfillment was the conquering of
Christianity over pagan Rome, which eventually transformed the continent of Europe into a Catholic
civilization. Hence do the People of God enter the Illuminative Way, which is to say, the development of the
contemplation of the Divine Revelation of the Covenant. In the NT, it is the doctrinal development of the
Church, where she contemplates the Deposit of Faith more deeply, and draws forth the fuller implications of
what Christ and the Apostles left Her. The dark night of the soul awaits: In the Old Testament, it is the
prophets who are the just, whose intimacy in depth of the Law grows with God, while the Jews on the outside
of them grow colder and more deaf to the imploring of the prophets. Finally, just before the vindication of
their Revelation, there is the dark night, when all the Jews scoff at the righteous preachers of the Old Law,
holding in contempt the totality of their witness. In the New Testament, it is the just of the Church herself,
especially the Magisterium, that fulfills the role of the saint. For, as the Church develops the Deposit through
the Ecumenical councils and constant teaching of the Ordinary Magisterium, so the outside Gentiles grow
harsher in their relationship, progressively rejecting more of the Deposit of Faith, becoming ever more in the
spirit of apostasy. Effectively, this has been the last years: The Church is soon to have a tribulation that will
convert the outer world and restore them to love of God; Catholic Christendom will be rebuilt. Mankind will
walk in love and peace, just like the saint in the unitive way walks every step with God. Too, the Jews had the
chastisement of the Babylonian Exile, which converted them back to God, and they were restored to their land
of refuge and rebuilt the literal House of God, the Temple. This shall give way to a new age, the Second
Coming just as the saint enters the new age, heaven. Too, the Jews followed suit: So it is that the People of
both Old and New walk the path of the saint. The Conversion of the Jews: Why, then, will the Jews convert at
the end? Let us explore it deeper. Here, a totally common sense suggestion is in order. In brief, the Prefiguring
Covenant uses material pictures of what really matters, inner renewal, to point to their fulfillments, in part
because, humanity in infancy is still very much attached to the material order and needs images before
abstractions, much like the child must learn through the same illustrations before they graduate to written
word without visual aid. And yet, we see, these "pictures" in this Prefiguring Covenant are not salvific of their
own sense; they only point to what is salvific. The literal lamb of sacrifice for Passover is not a true, intrinsic
atonement. Only God Himself, taking on flesh and suffering in it, the spiritual Lamb of God, is the true
atonement. And so, we anticipate in any material world, when God Incarnates Himself to the Prefiguring
People, and unfolds these new mysteries, it is insulting and wounding to the Prefiguring People. We are only a
Seed People, as prelude to men of allnations? And that One Divine Person has become God? You have told us
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you are only One, and that no man can become God! Blasphemy, we cannot take it! Hence, they fail to see
what the pictures pointed to: From physical blessings, to spiritual renewal. In the end, even if you are in a
physical land of milk and honey, only the spiritual ecstasy of heaven, the eternal milk and honey that flows
from God Himself, can satiate your desire. In the end, it is not that a particular animal is unclean, it is rather
that you must not partake of the what is spiritually unclean. In the end, no mere animal, which can neither
suffer insult nor spiritual pain that you cause Me, can atone for what is infinitely offensive to priceless human
dignity, and immeasurable love! Hence, only I, your Maker, can make up for your sin. And so, again, it is the
inner renewal of grace, of inner purity, that makes a man pleasing to God, not external. Hence, within their
very history, the seed of the mystery exists. And this spiritual historical path has three phases! And where have
we seen three? Jesus fulfilled in His Flesh their entire journey: Again, to repeat, for three days and three
nights, Jesus lingered in the earth before rising.
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Conversion remains a mystery to me Conversion is still a partially mysterious work of the Holy Spirit. We know a lot
about conversion from Scripture and about some of the mechanics of how the Holy Spirit applies the work of Jesus to
our life.

But I received virtually no catechism, and when I took a course on the Bible at my secular high school, I read
the first pages of Genesis and concluded: After that, came all sorts of dabbling: But also, my family was
chaotic and suffering, and I, the youngest daughter, had observed their pain. I read a lot of books about magic
when I was little, and eventually my longing for magical powers morphed into a search for the right technique.
Somehow, I would find a way to take away the pain of being human. I married, moved first to London, then to
Milan. My husband left me two years after our son was born. Life kept getting messier, and still, I was trying
to clean it up. Yet, there were times when the tears would flow, especially when I was singing hymns, and I
knew those tears had some meaning. After decades of seeking, I filled two enormous Ikea bags with all my
spiritual and self-help books and hauled them down to the basement to wait for the Christmas bazaar at the
Anglican church â€” the only place I could donate English-language books â€” still a year away. I was sick to
death of the whole business of thinking I had found the answer, only to be disappointed all over again. Life
was still a mess. That was an interesting year. I had a frozen shoulder and was almost housebound from the
pain. All my books were in the basement. For six obsessive months, I painted a single cabbage I am an
on-again off-again artist , all the while listening to old recordings of U. Krishnamurti, an Indian teacher whose
mission had been to disenchant seekers after Enlightenment, especially westerners taken in by one guru or
another. He was a kind of tornado blasting through my life. A nice vacuum for the Holy Spirit to fill. Towards
the end of October, I went down to the basement to get my books for the bazaar. A couple by Bernadette
Roberts, a former Discalced Carmelite, were sticking out of one of the bags. For some reason, I pulled those
out before carting the others to the church. They were the only ones I thought might have survived the tornado.
For the next month, that was all I did: Early in the afternoon of December 19th, I finished the second book. I
was physically drained, and took a nap. When I woke up, there was a message on my computer telling me to
call home. That was when I learned that my nephew, the eldest son of my eldest sister and my godson, had
jumped off the roof of the building in Brooklyn where his parents and my mother lived. He had long battled
depression. Unbeknownst to me, he had made an attempt a month earlier, right around the time I began
reading Roberts. I really do marvel at God. He had to do some tricky stuff to get me to pay attention. My own
divorce had been a source of deep pain, and left our son scarred. But still, I was always trying to figure it out
or reframe it, to make someone the bad guy, or try to forgive â€” always from a place of knowing. Whereas
suicide leaves unanswerable questions; there was nothing to do but accept my own absolute powerlessness.
Very soon, images of Jesus on the cross began to appear to me. Then there would be Jesus, hanging from the
cross. For the first time ever, the crucifixion made sense. We were living our own version. The next summer, I
was visiting my mother on the New England coast and began going with my second husband, a cradle
Catholic, to Mass. Poor music and all the rest. But it did mean something to me to have to sit out the Eucharist
and witness that long line of people receiving it. I heard the priest repeat the words Body of Christ over and
over again, and I understood, viscerally, that he was not only talking about the Host, but also about each
person who received it, and the congregation as a whole. Once I had experienced sibling rivalry with Jesus!
And now, despite the fact I was not able to receive, the transformation of the people who did, into living
tabernacles, was enough for me. Indeed, I felt deeply part of the whole thing. I hung up the phone and burst
into tears. I knew I had to get to the beach, so I stumbled down the path, crying the whole way, and when I
was safely alone, stood under the sky and had my first and, so far, only tangible experience of the presence of
God. By which I do not mean I saw something neither did I let myself look up. This is my lived understanding
of free will: It is paradoxical, but I suspect real love always is like that. We made an appointment to talk, and
after he had established that my first marriage would not be considered valid by the Church, I told him my
story, including the part about the crucifix. He said that was true, but it meant so much more than suffering; it
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meant Love. Love would have to wait. I began my preparation for Confirmation, meeting with this priest once
a month to talk. In other words, I was not exactly catechized, but I did receive a great deal of kindness and
because the Masses were glorious in that basilica, a hefty dose of the beauty that, in itself, converts on a very
deep level. At the end of those nine months, I had to write a letter to the Archbishop of Milan, explaining why
I wished to be received into the Church. And, I knew, too, that many, many times in the future, I would find
myself remembering that letter, and say to myself: This has proved very true! That was in ; I have now been
Catholic almost three years. I came for the Eucharist, and it has never let me down, but the rest has been
surprisingly rich. Many times, I found myself back on the cross, refusing to side either with the liberals among
whom I had grown up, and whose opinions I had always parroted, or with the Magisterium. And so, I made
myself stay with it and go in deep â€” made myself watch videos on abortion, and confront my own sexual sin
and the pain it had caused me and the people I loved. My divorce may not have stood in the way of my
conversion, but I knew perfectly well it had devastated my son. And I hope I have not lost my compassion for
those who struggle beyond the reach of the Church, who cannot see it that way. Not even the Church can clean
it all up. A priest told me to sprinkle all Church teachings with love, as if from a great big salt shaker. He is a
very committed Catholic, yet we all need to wrestle with our inner Pharisee. My sense, three years on, is that I
have just begun. The more I read, the more I sense the immensity of the room I am in, the miles of print I will
never lay eyes on. But also, that I was right not to run from my own suffering. Because they are connected â€”
utterly, mysteriously connected. For the next two years, I assumed her full-time care. She was physically
wrecked, but sharp as a tack. We spent endless hours talking, especially about Catholicism. But also, we
shared the sort of physical intimacy that comes when one person is wholly dependent on another â€” and this
was a lived experience of the suffering that is love. The sacrifices were on both sides. She had to give up her
dignity, and I had to give up my freedom. Some moments were, like the washing of feet, utterly mundane and
utterly transcendent. They were, I think, the moments when we had no choice but to overcome ourselves. At
the very end, her suffering was almost unendurable. I had crashed on her recliner, then as I will always believe
, awakened by angels, I had known to go to her. Her agony had come to an end; she was in that moment of
transfiguration, still here but also not, serene and glowing with an inner light. I named everyone in her family,
immediate and extended, and in ever wider circles, told her we loved her, and what a wonderful mother and
grandmother and daughter and sister and aunt and friend she had been. And I told her, too, how happy I was to
be Catholic, thanked her for having had me baptized and taken me to church, for planting those early seeds
that looked for so long like they had not taken root. And then I thanked her again, for having taught me in
those two years how to be a good Catholic. Her breathing was so very peaceful, it took me a long time to
know it had stopped. Finally, I called in the aide. The aide showed me her cell phone: Faustina had said to
pray the chaplet at 3 p. And so, Catholicism has been the bridge, from my greatest suffering to my greatest
joy. And that, of course, is the mystery of the Cross.
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But perhaps by occupying that uncharted middle ground between uncanny Christian calling and canny Jewish teshuvah,
Katherine Kurs most thoroughly illuminates that perplexing, painful and undeniably wondrous mystery of spiritual
transformation and religious conversion.

Why will the Jews Convert? At the Cross, His Body, and thereby all things Old, were put to death and
abolished. This Body did not destroy all things old utterly but transformed them into elements of the New,
elements that now truly redeem and matter. This perfectly images the Jewish relationship to Christ in the
history of the Church. Progressively, however, as more of the New Law comes into focus, the Jews grow
closer to Christ, while yet being unable to fully recognize Him until the final phase of Church history, the
Great Apostasy and Antichrist. If all of the Old Covenant is fulfilled in Christ, then too, its history. Hence, the
Gospel details, at various junctures, fulfill Old Testament history of the Jews in its entirety. But the Church is
the mystical Body of Christ! Hence, too, the Church must fill up the whole Old Covenant history itself. But,
then, this is surely what will convert the Jews, for if Christ filled up all things in them in Himself, and yet they
have not believed, how much more will it be necessary for the Jews to see these things filled up in the Body of
Christ, the Church, to believe. The mystery of iniquity should really be the mystery of all sin itself, and
therefore, of all HISTORY itself, since sin is present at the outset of history, and throughout, until the end.
Consequently, the forthcoming predestined conversion of the Jews en-masse that will occur in the times of the
end must also have its derivative reasons for happening somehow veiled in the self-same Scripture and
Tradition, since there are no other sources of Revelation other than Scripture and Tradition, saving the
Magisterium, which simply compiles and interprets them. In pondering the meaning of the ages for many
years now, I believe with all my heart that the key to unlocking this mystery is none other than Resurrection
scenes themselves in Scripture. Come along and see. The primary argumentation is as follows: Christ filled up
in this Old Flesh every last jot and tittle of that Law and People. Here, we ask ourselves: For, in fact, some
elements of the Old remain, namely, amongst possibly other things, the base principles of the Law that Christ
called out repeatedly to those who petitioned Him, what commandments are most important Love the Lord
your God with your whole being, and your neighbor as yourself. Hence, effectively, sparing certain
disciplinary issues eg, the Sabbath , the Decalogue is still in force. Also, whereas most of the other elements
are no longer binding in and of themselves disciplinary or ceremonial aspects and laws , they all have been
FULFILLED, or elevated to NEW forms that bear some resemblance to the old but have been transformed
spiritually! Hence, in a first instance, St. This would imply, since there are three exchanges, three chapters of
Jewish history during the Church: The Messiah was supposed to have come. We had the prophecies, the times,
but He is not here. He did not come. We do not where He is! In this first phase, pagan Rome, the Jews knew
through prophecy, especially Daniel, that the Messiah was supposed to have come, and He did not. Their
situation is hopeless, and their relationship to Jesus and the Christians is one of hostility and enmity. Christ is
NOT on the radar map at this time. The modern godless crisis will give way to a great renewal, even if it
requires a chastisement of epic proportions. This renewal will bring the fullness of the Gentiles, a near
worldwide Catholic civilization of love. Too, the Jewish history has taken a positive turn: Jews still do not
recognize Christ as their Messiah; they do not fully recognize the Risen Savior who still stands before them
apocalyptically, as they continue to weep that they do not know where the Savior is. BUT, many now regard
Christ as a good man who can help them find the Savior, as it were the gardener? In fact, in the wake of the
incomprehensible horrors of the Holocaust, the Church has reached out to Her elder brethren in friendship,
filial affection, and respect. Hence, the intermediate scene between Jesus and Mary Magdalene can be our
second, intermediate phase of Church history, the dark night of the soul: Why three phases here? The flesh of
Pagan Rome stung the Church, who is the Spirit coming into the World to correct it, to renew it. The Councils
of the Church pave this entire period from about AD to modern times effectively continuously at all major
junctures of controversy and crisis. Too, just as minor desolations pave the road for the saint in this way, need
we speak of the continual desolations of the Church at every teaching point, where, no matter what She
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promulgates, whole portions of man resist her in heresy and fight at every stage. Too, just as the saint enters
the ultimate desolation of this way, the climactic one, the dark night of the soul, how can we deny this dark
night is upon us as atheism and relativism and materialism, which are utterly dark beliefs and ways of life,
effectively paint the cultural pictures across of most all of the lands that used to be traditionally Christian?
However, the end of the unitive way for the typical saint is his ultimate participation in the sufferings of
Christ, to totally abandon himself over to the Father as Christ did on the Cross: Too, the Church, as we know,
cannot escape the final passion, which follows the aforementioned age of peace, the great apostasy, and
martyrdom under Antichrist. Now, at this point, we know the final step: For now, the parallels are immediate:
The Church is soon to have a tribulation that will convert the outer world and restore them to love of God;
Catholic Christendom will be rebuilt. Too, the Jews had the chastisement of the Babylonian Exile, which
converted them back to God, and they were restored to their land of refuge and rebuilt the literal House of
God, the Temple. How does this relate to our final exchange between Mary Magdalene and Jesus? Alas, we
appeal to St Thomas. But the way of the saint can be sub-divided into the 5 lesser stages! Because the
sub-parts of the ways are part darkness and part light except the purgative way, which is just darkness! The
Way of the Saint as 5 lesser stages: Purgative Way, dark night of senses 2. Illuminative Way of light 3.
Illuminative Way, dark night of soul 4. Unitive Way of light 5. Unitive Way of darkness, Martyrdom Of
course, after martyrdom is eternal life, just as after the five wounds of Christ, Jesus rose into eternal life! Let
us probe it further: The Five Wounds of Christ:
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5: The mystery of Wallace Stevensâ€™ â€˜deathbed conversionâ€™ to Catholicism | Catholic Herald
www.enganchecubano.com Can a person who gives in to the temptation to convert to Islam really be considered as.

Sep 26, 1 Advertisement http: What is going on in the heads of those whom the constitutional watchdogs in
Germany are planning to scrutinize more closely in the near future? What should be done, however, if it then
turns out â€” to use the language of Freud â€” that the ego is not master in its own house? What if, ultimately,
there is an urge in all of us that can only be satisfied by converting to Islam? Most people who take the time to
study this religion gain a sense of the reasons which argue in favour of it. I know a bit about what I am talking
about, as I nearly became a Muslim myself when I was a young man. Islam promises something that many
people believe is lacking today in the Christian religion â€” something that even Buddhism and all the other
alternative religions cannot deliver: The temptation to accept the proposal Anyone who is receptive to
language will detect even in the poorest translation of the Koran the voice of the dreadful, menacing God who
speaks with the greatest conviction. In this sense, the power of the Koran is different to that of the Bible, in
which the relevant passages are couched in more gentle narrative terms and in which God rarely appears so
abruptly and so absolutely. A verse from the Koran like "We created man: Like thunder from a clear blue sky,
it urges one to turn back. In former times, Christians heard similarly vehement warnings in sermons.
Nonetheless, the authority of a priest threatening punishment in the name of God could be doubted and
undermined â€” he is, after all, only a man. In the Koran, God himself fulminates in His own words. One can
of course have doubts, but in this case one is immediately doubting the transcendental principle itself, and will
think carefully before doing so. Allah has the advantage over the biblical God in another respect, too: This is
both beguiling and uncanny at the same time. One could liken Islam to a proposal of marriage made by a
highly eligible if somewhat authoritarian man. Theologians and sociologists have little say in the matter â€”
those charged with protecting the constitution have none. Of course, it would appear that a proposal of
marriage promising security would only appeal to a person whose own culture was not sufficiently able to
offer something similar. Who can ever get enough in the way of security? This is always an attractive promise
to everyone, and Islam attempts to keep this promise, not least thanks to one aspect that we democrats criticize
most vehemently and, strangely, do not miss as Christians: Let there be an end to all the multiple personalities,
promises Islam â€” an end to the first, second, third and so on lives! Democracy demands that its citizens
constantly rethink, change and improve their laws. It makes it difficult for people to identify with the status
quo, and threatens to overburden us. Converting to Islam puts a stop to all this overburdening, even if reason
once again raises the objection that the convert is not living in the Islamic Middle Ages, but in most cases
continues to live in a western democracy. Stefan Weidner In this example, we have already touched on the
comforting side of Islam, its mysterium fascinans. Let us risk doing something which nobody dares do in the
ongoing debate, which is to talk about the heart. What in the way of "food for the heart" does modern
Christianity offer, or indeed Buddhism for that matter? Is it not in fact true that the secularized society offers
much more in this respect than most religions? Only Islam can compete on an emotional playing field with the
western-style consumer society. Just how badly it is faring in its fight for souls is evident from the consumer
frenzy Muslims go into just as soon as they can afford to, and from the building boom in the Arab Emirates
and the huge shopping malls of Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Riyadh. The sole advantage of Islam is the fact that
consumerism requires money, while belief in Allah is free. Indeed, conversion tends to be the domain of the
less well-off and those wealthy individuals who reject using consumption to satisfy emotional needs. To
understand the reasons for conversion, the only remaining question concerns precisely what sort of food for
the heart Islam offers. For most converts, and for almost everyone tempted by the idea of conversion, the
Muslims themselves are the reason. It is no coincidence that most German converts are not in fact angry young
men, but women who have married or are planning to marry a Muslim. However problematic friendships and
marriages with Muslims, as with all other people, may prove, and however little this may have to do with the
religion itself, Muslims whether they are believers or not are, in purely statistical terms, easier to get on with
than the average Central European â€” not to mention the charm which Muslim hosts can demonstrate towards
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foreigners in their homelands. In any case, it is easy to fall victim to the famous fascination of the south when
travelling in the Islamic world. Though this may all have little to do with Islam itself, the more intense light,
the brighter colours, and the more aromatic smells indisputably contribute to its aura. Too strict with this God
We have not yet even mentioned the strongest argument in favour of conversion from an intellectual
viewpoint, however. This has to do with the side of Islam which is searching for a god, the one which is not
satisfied with â€” indeed often does not even take literally â€” the traditional religious law. This is where
Islam shows itself to be a religion which, in reality, is a large-scale syncretism that constantly incorporates
new influences. Elements from the Jewish, Christian, Buddhist and ancient Arab religions like the pilgrimage
to Mecca , local folk religions and mystic Sufi orders combine to form a complex mix â€” virtually impossible
to disentangle â€” into which the new Islam thinkers have additionally integrated modern western
philosophies. Within such a universal Islam, any believer can find happiness in whichever form they wish,
drinking wine like the Muslim poets yet, by occasionally flicking through the Koran, being able at any time to
share in the divine omnipresence. This may be a thorn in the side of the fundamentalists, but no other religion
can make people happy as easily as this form of Islam, which can be interpreted however one wishes. And it is
very widespread. In other words, anyone who believes themselves to be completely immune to the temptation
of becoming a Muslim cannot have looked too closely into their own soul. As far as my own particular case is
concerned, however, I should perhaps explain why I chose not to convert to Islam after all. Well, I simply
cannot stand authoritarian types, even if their name is Allah. Sometimes, though, I do ask myself whether I am
not perhaps being too strict with this God and making the same mistake as the fundamentalists, who take
everything He is supposed to have said completely literally.
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6: Resurrection Scenes as Revealing Jewish Conversion Mystery
The Mystery and Meaning of Christian Conversion [George E Morris] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. George Morris' clear and reliable guide to the wonderful new life that God offers us in Christ.

Can we just get an update when a solution is found? February 4, at Bojangles Guess they wrote an AIDS
article once, no need to write another article until they have a cure. Right, every one read the same article you
did on the same day so there is no need to raise awareness, every one read it because you did. Sounds serious,
I heard of it before but continued follow up is more than merited. Feel sorry for the affected persons. Stress
can effect us in many different forms. Even supposing how many times a subject can be written about in a
month. This is clearly tourettes syndrome and these people are displaying verbal and motor ticks. I would
suggest to see if these students where exposed to a chemical while they where younger and the brain was
developing. I would also suggest that they look at the drinking water or the mothers that carried them during
pregnancy! I am surprised that public officials are so freely saying that the victims have "conversion disorder.
February 5, at Too bad CNN editors missed it in the article. I had a spinal cord injection of steroids to assist
with a chronic pain disorder I had, I woke up after falling asleep right after the procedure and neither of my
hands worked. The brain is a very powerful thing! Flo February 5, at Doctors, however, often malign about
malingerers. Or if they had any inkling of how much our court systems are clogged with patients who
magically get medical recovery after the settlement for a permanent pension is reached. Call it stress,
psychotic, hysteria, whacko, whatever â€” this is a female mental condition that is self generating in groups of
usually young women. Just go to a WalMart sale if you want to see this in action â€” females totally focused
on themselves and some primal need for Air Jordan shoes on sale. Please keep women out of positions of
authority i. They were nightmares in the tech industry and finally stopped with their overblown political
ambitions â€” psychotic, whacko, whatever. L Please go back to the Stone Age. When my 10 year old son
came down with a deep breathing tic, my concern was so great that I too picked up the same tic â€” at age I
believe the local community and the "national press" need to deep six this and follow my advice. Right now it
is all about exploiting the victims and selling advertising. Empathy, whether of the conscious or unconscious
mind, is not a disorder. L People who fake symptoms are malingerers, not maligners. The act is called
malingering. To malinger is to fake a symptom. There are adults involved, too. It does not appear given that
there are still unanswered questions about environmental trigger , that there has been an adequate
investigation, nor ample time to completely rule out diagnoses. To make a presumptive conclusion about a
diagnosis, so soon, is curious. A diagnosis of conversion disorder stops further enquiry in its tracks. Without
adequate enquiry, lives will be ruined. Conversion disorder is not organic, per se. Conversion disorder is as
psychiatric diagnosis, i. In fact, conversion disorder use to known as "hysteria. I am so sorry to see that this
very serious discussion is filled with sexual, demeaning, political and off-topic posts.
7: Mystery Conversion â€“ FROCS
We were participating in the great mystery of conversion and it was only after the neophytes had been baptized,
confirmed, and had received their first Holy Communion that they had received the graces of those sacraments.

8: Taking the 'mystery' out of conversion disorder â€“ The Chart - www.enganchecubano.com Blogs
The Mystery and Meaning of Christian Conversion [Georgev E. MORRIS] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. World Methodist Council trade paperback, Georgev E. MORRIS.

9: The Resurrection Mystery: a Symbol of the Conversion of the Jews?
The Mystery Of Chicago's Condo Deconversion Boom. Tweet. By Gary Lucido, June 12, at am The River City Condos is
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just one of several buildings considering deconverting to apartments.
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